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Abstract
Language recognition has been significantly advanced in recent years by means of modern machine learning methods such as deep
learning and benchmarks with rich annotations. However, research is still limited in low-resource formal languages. This consists of
a significant gap in describing the colloquial language especially for low-resourced ones such as Persian. In order to target this gap
for low resource languages, we propose a “Large Scale Colloquial Persian Dataset” (LSCP). LSCP is hierarchically organized in a
semantic taxonomy that focuses on multi-task informal Persian language understanding as a comprehensive problem. This encompasses
the recognition of multiple semantic aspects in the human-level sentences, which naturally captures from the real-world sentences. We
believe that further investigations and processing, as well as the application of novel algorithms and methods, can strengthen enriching
computerized understanding and processing of low resource languages. The proposed corpus consists of 120M sentences resulted from
27M tweets annotated with parsing tree, part-of-speech tags, sentiment polarity and translation in five different languages.
Keywords:Persian Corpus, Large Scale Language Understanding, Colloquial Persian Language, Multilingual, Informal Language
1. Introduction
Language understanding is a comprehensive problem that
encompasses the recognition of multiple semantic aspects
of relations between different linguistic units and com-
pounds: homonymy, synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy, hy-
ponymy, meronymy, metonymy, holonymy, paronyms. In
other hands, large scale corpora are one of the key resources
in Natural Language Processing (NLP). In spite of their im-
portance in many lingual applications, no large-scale Per-
sian corpus has been made available so far, given the diffi-
culties in its creation and the intensive labour required due
to its low resources, especially in colloquialism.
Today, modern machine learning algorithms such as deep
neural networks provide improved processing performance
for a wide variety of applications, mainly text mining and
NLP. But, they need large scale datasets, specially for train-
ing and pre-processing of the algorithms. It should also
be mentioned that collecting, preparing, pre-processing and
annotating large scale datasets from social media and web
based materials such as product reviews are not easy task.
Because most of them are associated with the mixed mul-
tilingual and informal texts that need better understanding.
Social networks such as Twitter deliver large volume of dis-
parate data including short and long mixed and informal
text consisting symbols, other languages and images.
The quality of machine translation depends heavily on
availability of various datasets. In this regard, low re-
sourced languages such as Persian lack the quality of ma-
chine translation due to missing enriched datasets. It should
be stated that releasing enhanced dataset for low resourced
languages can also support the use of new methods such as
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) in these languages in
order to improve their performance and accuracy and also
enhance rule-based and statistical methods.
؟ نوتنوخ مایب یک
? your home come when
4 3 2 1
؟نوتنوخ مایب یک
VP
PUNC N SING V SUB
ADVP
ADV
come to your house
EN When will I get your blood ?
CS Kdy prˇijdu k va´m domu˚?
DE Wann komme ich zu dir nach hause?
IT Quando verro` a casa tua?
Sentiment Polarity: 0.39
punc
ccomp advmod
HI मैं तुम्हारे घर कब आऊंगा?
Figure 1: A sample of the extracted sentence with depen-
dency relations in syntactic annotation, part-of-speech tags,
sentiment polarity and translations.
In the frame of this research, we propose a new dataset
for Large-Scale Colloquial Persian (LSCP) language un-
derstanding. The LSCP contains approx. 120M sentences
from 27M tweets in total with annotations for training and
validation set spanning over words and sentences. LSCP
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Table 1: Dataset statistics for train, validation, and test sets.
enriches semantic aspects of daily events, news, sports and
politics, which naturally captures from the real-world sen-
tences. Furthermore, we propose a new temporal deep
neural network architecture called Colloquialism Tempo-
ral Network (CATNet) that builds on top of recurrent ar-
chitecture by mid-level representations and temporal cues.
CATNet focuses on multi-task learning and is trained in
an end-to-end manner. The experiments show that LSCP
enhances current state-of-the-art methods on formal lan-
guage datasets, especially multi-domain neural machine
translation. The dataset is publicly available in the LIN-
DAT/CLARIN repository (Abdi Khojasteh et al., 2020a).
1.1. Towards the Persian Colloquial Language
The language in oral form is typically much more dynamic
than its written. The written variety of a language typically
involves a higher level of ritual, whereas the spoken form is
characterised by several contractions and abbreviations. In
formal written texts, longer and tougher sentences tend to
be used, as a result of the reader can re-read the troublesome
parts, if they lose track. The spoken form is shorter, ad-
ditionally thanks to semantic augmentation by visual cues
that don’t seem to be available in the written forms. The
size of vocabulary in use is one of the foremost noticeable
variations between oral and written sorts of discourse. The
written language uses synonyms rather than continuance an
equivalent word over and all over again. This is, however,
not the case in oral language, which typically uses a lot of
restricted vocabulary. The extent of difficulty in pronunci-
ation may additionally have an effect on the words chosen.
Oral languages tend to use words of fewer syllables.
In addition to aforesaid general differences between spoken
and written varieties of languages, the Persian language in-
troduces range of variations that further expand this gap.
Additionally, several informal words are not applicable to
be used in formal language, so that there are outstanding
variations in pronunciation of words. This alteration is
quite common, but has no rule. The speaker is not allowed
to interchange various words in the colloquial language.
Obviously, Persian tweets involve all of earlier stated fea-
tures of spoken form of it, which is rare in formal writings.
2. Related Work
Nowadays, almost all textual data for NLP are based on so-
cial media and online sources such as retrieved ones from
the web. The social media generated data is, in fact, infor-
mal, multilingual and mixed, which needs complex meth-
ods to understand them. This problem becomes even more
difficult, when it comes to low resource languages such as
Persian. In this regard, we review the literature first for
informal language understanding and then concentrate on
Persian language datasets.
2.1. Informal Language Understanding Datasets
Lo et al. (2017) argued that the social media data is
typically multilingual and it is mostly difficult to grasp
the full sentiment of online user-generated product content
specially from social networks. They already used user-
generated product reviews as an informal language datasets
and also focused on the mixed linguistic origin of online
social media languages and accordingly reviewed existing
tools and state-of-the-art research on sentiment analysis
works and also provided recommendations in this regard.
Zhao and Ji (2018) proposed a large scale informal Chinese
Corpus. This dataset consists of 37M book reviews and 50
thousand netizen’s comments.
2.2. Persian Language Understanding Datasets
2.2.1. Part-of-Speech Tagger
Bijankhan corpus (Bijankhan, 2004) is a tagged corpus that
is suitable for natural language processing research on the
Persian language. This collection is gathered form daily
news and common texts. In this collection all documents
are categorized into different subjects such as political, cul-
tural and so on. Totally, there are 4300 different subjects.
The Bijankhan collection contains about 2.6M manually
tagged words with a tag set that contains 40 Persian POS
tags. FarsNet (Shamsfard et al., 2010) is a lexical ontol-
ogy for the Persian language that is designed to contain
a Persian WordNet with about more than 30K entries or-
ganized in about 20K synsets and verbs argument struc-
tures with their selectional restrictions. MULTEXT-East
(Erjavec, 2012) is a multilingual dataset for language en-
gineering research and development. This dataset contains
word-forms, lemmas and MSDs for about 2M words. Upp-
sala Persian Dependency Treebank (UPDT) (Seraji, 2015)
is a dependency-based syntactically an notated corpus. Per-
sian Morphologically Segmented Lexicon (Ansari et al.,
2019) dataset includes 45300 Persian word forms which are
manually segmented into sequences of morphemes.
2.2.2. Named Entity Recognition and Dependency
Parsing
Persian Syntactic Dependency Treebank (Rasooli et al.,
2013) has 29,982 annotated sentences including samples
from almost all verbs of the Persian valency lexicon.
ArmanPersoNERCorpus (Hafezi and Rezaeian, 2018) in-
cludes 250K tokens and 7K Persian sentences in total and is
available in 3 folds to be used in turn as training and test sets
contains tokens, along with its manually annotated named-
entity and Named Entity Recognition tags. Universal De-
pendencies (Nivre et al., 2017) is a cross-linguistically con-
sistent corpus that holds, with the goal of facilitating mul-
tilingual parser development, cross-lingual learning, and
parsing research from a language typology perspective.
2.2.3. Text Categorization and Spell Checking
FASpell (Barari and QasemiZadeh, 2005) dataset was de-
veloped for the evaluation of spell checking algorithms. It
contains a set of pairs of misspelled Persian words and their
corresponding corrected forms similar to the ASpell dataset
used for English. Hamshahri collection (AleAhmad et al.,
2009) is a standard reliable Persian text collection that was
used at Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) for eval-
uation of Persian information retrieval systems.
2.2.4. Machine Translation
OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012) is a growing collection of trans-
lated texts from the web. In the OPUS project try to convert
and align free online data, to add linguistic annotation, and
to provide the community with a publicly available paral-
lel corpus. English-Persian Parallel Corpus (Karimi et al.,
2017) consists of about 200K bilingual paired sentences
which have been sorted by their degree of similarity. Tehran
English-Persian Parallel (TEP) Corpus (Pilevar et al., 2011)
is a English-Persian corpus constructed using movie subti-
tles from 21K files. W2C (Majlisˇ, 2011) corpora is a set
of corpora for 120 languages automatically collected from
Wikipedia and the web. dotIR (Darrudi et al., 2008) is a
standard Persian test collection that is suitable for evalua-
tion of web information retrieval algorithms contains Per-
sian web pages including their text, links and metadata. It
is A good test bed for evaluation of link based information
retrieval algorithms and also includes enough queries for a
valid evaluation.
3. LSCP Dataset
The Large Scale Colloquial Persian Language Understand-
ing dataset (LSCP) is organized hierarchically in a semantic
taxonomy of colloquialism understanding. Almost, all real-
wold conditioned Persian datasets are targeting semantic
analytics of formal language. However, a language is not
only formal, which provides a clear, properly framed and
well organised. By focusing on formal writing, we ignore
the information about abbreviations, unspecified vocabu-
lary, contractions, jargons, slang, cliche, colloquial diction
and ordinary sentences. To our knowledge, there is no col-
loquial large scale corpus publicly available. The LSCP has
120M sentences from 27M casual Persian sentences with its
derivation tree, part-of-speech tags, sentiment polarity and
translations in English, German, Czech, Italian and Hindi
spoken languages. Figure 1 shows a sample of the extracted
dataset with its annotation. One of the important research
questions which is not addressed well in recent works on
language learning, is leveraging the informal language in-
formation in sentences. The LSCP dataset makes it possi-
ble to assess the effect of learning and knowledge transfer
among different tasks, such as enabling transfer learning
of language in formal to informal and vice-versa or low-
resource cross-lingual transfer. In summary, the LSCP can
help the NLP community and bring more interesting solu-
tions to colloquial language.
3.1. LSCP Statistics
The LSCP consists of 27M tweets. The number of samples
for train, validation, and test splits are reported in Table 1.
The dataset consists of usual sentences. In practice, the
length of the sentences are different with a maximum of 40
words length. LSCP contains human language texts into
lists of sentences and words, generated base forms of those
words, their parts of speech (Table 2), a syntactic structure
dependency parse (Table 3) for each word and translation
in five languages as it is shown in Figure 2.
. مراد زاورپ ادرف مباخب دیراذب دینکن ادص و رس
. have flight tomorrow sleep let don’t voice and head
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
.مراد زاورپ ادرف مباخب دیراذب نینکن ادص و رس
VP
PUNC V PRS
NP
N SING
ADVP
ADV TIME
VP
V SUB
VP
V SUB
VP
V SUB N SING CONJ N SING
EN Don’t make noise let me sleep I have a flight tomorrow.
CS Nedeˇlejte hluk nechte meˇ spa´t ma´m zı´tra let.
DE Mach keinen La¨rm lass mich schlafen ich habe morgen einen Flug.
IT Non fare rumore fammi dormire domani ho un volo.
Sentiment Polarity: -0.42
punc lvc
advmod
ccomp
ccomp ccomp
conj
nsubjposoep
HI शोर मत करो मुझे सोने दो मैं कल एक उड़ान है।.
Figure 2: A sample of the extracted sentence with depen-
dency relations in syntactic annotation, part-of-speech tags,
sentiment polarity and translations.
Category Description
ADJ Adjective INT Interjection
ADJ CMPR Comparative adjective N PL Plural noun
ADJ INO Participle adjective N SING Singular noun
ADJ SUP Superlative adjective NUM Numeral
ADJ VOC Vocative adjective N VOC Vocative noun
ADV Adverb P Preposition
ADV COMP Adverb of comparison PREV Preverbal particle
ADV I Adverb of interrogation PRO Pronoun
ADV LOC Adverb of location SYM Symbol
ADV NEG Adverb of negation V AUX Auxiliary verb
ADV TIME Adverb of time V COP Verb copula
CLITIC Accusative marker V IMP Imperative verb
CON Conjunction V PA Past tense verb
DELM Delimiter V PP Past participle verb
DET Determiner V PRS Present tense verb
FW Foreign Word V SUB Subjunctive verb
Table 2: Part-of-speech tags in UPC.
3.2. Collecting and Annotation
Building a large-scale language understanding dataset is a
time-consuming task. In practice, there are two main tasks,
which are usually most time consuming for creating a large-
scale corpus: (a) data collection and (b) annotation. We
collected 27M tweets by a crawler (Abdi Khojasteh et al.,
2020b) based on the Twitter API. To make sure that the col-
lection is diverse, we first created a list of seed users. Then,
the followers of the seed accounts were added to the list.
Next, the latest tweets of the users in our list were extracted
and saved in the dataset. To make the data appropriate for
our task, we removed the same tweets, non-Persian tweets
and the ones that had fewer words. This led the dataset to
have relatively long sentences with diverse concept.
For the annotation of the datasets, we adopt a semi-
automatic crowd-sourcing strategy, in which a human man-
ually verifies the crawled sentences, to reduce the cost of
data collection and annotation. Manually annotating a large
number of sentences with multiple semantic categories (i.e
thousands of concepts and tags) has two major shortcom-
ings, (a) manual annotations are error-prone because a hu-
man cannot be attentive to every detail occurring in the con-
text that leads to mislabeling and are difficult to eradicate;
(b) large scale sentence annotation in specific is very time
consuming task due to the amount and various sort of tags.
To overcome these issues, we employ a two-stage frame-
work for the LSCP annotation. In the first stage, we utilize
the StanfordNLP (Qi et al., 2018) to get rough annotations
of the sentences. The model predicts tags per tweet. Anno-
tations consist lists of sentences and words, base forms of
those words, their parts of speech, and a syntactic structure
dependency.
For translation, we utilized Google Cloud Translation1 to
provide translations. Then, generated sentences are com-
pared to the output of the combination of Moses (Koehn et
al., 2007) and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model im-
plemented with (Klein et al., 2017) and trainned on XNLI
(Conneau et al., 2018) with fine-tunning on English-Persian
Parallel Corpus (Karimi et al., 2017).
In the second stage, we apply human verification to remove
any possible mislabeled noisy tags and also add possible
missing tags by the model from recommended list. They
were also able to edit words or phrases in English transla-
tion for improving the overall quality of parallel sentences.
Figure 2 shows sample of the extracted dataset with its
annotation. Final dataset is enriched with 64M labels for
words and over 130M translated sentences.
3.2.1. Colloquialism Temporal Network
In this section, we study the Deep Net for colloquial lan-
guage understanding and then describe our new proposed
“Colloquialism Temporal Network” (CATNet) for multi-
task word classification and prediction. This network is
producing the final translation by ensembling decoding out-
put of the translation models. The embedding layer is a ma-
trix of shape (v + 1) where v is the vocabulary size and d
is the dimension of each word vector. We set v to 10M, d
to 400, and choose weights at random from (0, 0.01). As
for the word embedding model, we use GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014). Therefore, we feed corresponding match-
ing words in v with its high-level annotation labels. CAT-
Net enhance temporal convolution with a kernel with zero
padding, relu activation function, and global max pooling
over time to reduce dimensionality. Furthermore, sigmoid
activation function is also used, and dropout layers are uti-
lized to regularize the network and prevent overfitting. Us-
ing the embedding layer as in CNN models, we implement
RNN models using the LSTM layers. Precisely, we im-
plemented a random-embedding model as well as a GloVe
embedding model. The word embedding dimension is set
to 64 and 400 for both models, respectively. Experiments
show that Adam optimizer outperforms SGD. We trained
the models using Mean Squared Error (MSE) as well as Bi-
nary Cross Entropy loss (BCE). BCE outperformed MSE as
expected for polarity classification. Using the same number
of LSTM units, dense units and loss function, the GloVe-
based model slightly outperformed the random-based one.
The RNN model outperformed the CNN model, as antici-
pated, for text data. The proposed method has been imple-
1https://cloud.google.com/translate
Category Description
acc Accusative marker
acomp Adjectival complement
acomp-lvc Complement Light verb construction
advcl Adverbial clause modifier
advmod Adverbial modifier
amod Adjectival modifier
appos Appositional modifier
aux Auxiliary
auxpass Passive auxiliary
cc Coordination
ccomp Clausal complement
complm Complementizer
conj Conjunct
cop Copula
cpobj Object of comparative
cprep Comparative modifier
dep Dependent
dep-top Topic Dependent
dep-voc Vocative Dependent
det Determiner
dobj Direct object
dobj-lvc Object Light verb construction
fw foreign word
mark Marker
mwe Multi-word expression
neg Negation modifier
nn Noun compound modifier
npadvmod Nominal adverbial modifier
nsubj Nominal subject
nsubj-lvc Subject Light verb construction
nsubjpass Passive nominal subject
num Numeric modifier
number Element of compound number
parataxis Parataxis
pobj Object of a preposition
poss Possession modifier
predet Predeterminer
prep Prepositional modifier
prep-lvc Modifier Light verb construction
prt Phrasal verb particle
punct Punctuation
quantmod Quantifier phrase modifier
rcmod Relative clause modifier
rel Relative
root Root
tmod Temporal modifier
xcomp Open clausal complement
Table 3: Syntactic relations in UPDT.
mented with the TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) and ran
on a machine with GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. In the future
work, we plan to encode first n-words in translation results
to further improve the quality.
4. Conclusion
This work presents the “Large Scale Colloquial Persian
Dataset” (LSCP), a large-scale multi-purpose language un-
derstanding dataset with comprehensive tasks and annota-
tions. It contains 27M tweets in total with 120M sentences,
which is richly labeled over 64M labels encompassing uni-
versal and treebank-specific POS tags with dependency re-
lation. We believe that the LSCP dataset as an important
source to learn informal Persian language representations
which will enable many real-world applications. For the
future plan, we are going to expand the dataset with similar
rich semantic labels and also provide annotations for other
important tasks.
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